
12 May 2011

Present: George, Amir, Sage, Robyn, Vikki, Sue, Carol Ann, Oli, Carlyn – Welcome: Carl

George provided update that nothing is changing with liquor licensing at the shop – so at this stage

no need to follow up anything immediately

Amir planned to share a project idea, but it was evident during the session that this would be better

presented a little while down the track. So we will park that for now and come back to it in a few

weeks.

Reflecting on our values:
George shared with group his tightening of values statements into four distinct groups.

INDEPENDENCE

We have no formal affiliations with any political, religious or service organisations.

VALUE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

We value that homeless people, as with all people, have rights as human beings (and in accordance

to Article 25 of the Declaration of Human Rights). We also acknowledge that all people have

responsibilities to uphold these rights, in a context of healthy communities.

ETHICAL

We operate in ways that are just. Principles of inclusiveness, equality, integrity, truth telling,

commitment, non-violence and respect are held in highest importance.

RELATIONAL GRASS ROOTS ADVOCACY

We acknowledge that we lack the legitimacy to advocate for homeless people, if our own

membership and our relationships do not include active engagement with homeless people.

Responses: People really happy with the statements – Thanks George!!!.  Can we include democratic

and transparent in the ethical statement?

Carlyn brought along her reflections from during the week:

1 People can change: committed to nurturing the potential of all people regardless of their

background and circumstances. And leading by example

2 Committed to using our strengths and resources before we call on outside

Carl – pointed out that all of these things are good – but how do we manage the differences?

Andrew suggested that working out these values and holding to these values will help to guide us

through differences.

There was some further discussion about incorporation or alternative model for the group. It was

recognised that we are not yet at the point of determining a legal framework, but again, this would



be determined by our identity, vision and values. If the need arises in the future for this, we will

consider it then.

Vision

Vision Statement suggestions:

We want Woolloomoloo to be a place where all people who have a sense of belonging here, can

experience home. This encompasses shelter and support to meet their needs, but also a sense of

connection and safety within the wider community.

Carlyn: Addition: We want to work towards mutual respect and the recognition of the rights

of all within the community.

We want Woolloomooloo to be a place where people who have a sense of belonging here can

experience home. This encompasses, shelter, support and mutual respect so that all can feel a sense

of connection, safety and dignity within their community.

Carlyn’s suggestion: inc ‘enjoyment of human rights’ – perhaps not the word enjoyment but

something more than just recognition.

Vikki’s suggestion: include ‘social inclusion’

All people should experience home. We want Woolloomooloo to be a place that advocates for this by

providing respect, support and shelter, but also a sense of social connection (or inclusion) and safety

within the wider community.

Oli asked the question: Where are we in between the rough sleepers and angry residents?

We are for both – not either/or .

Goal:

Next Week – Confirm Vision and Identity. Brush up Values.

Homework: Look at Vision Statement  to tweak.

Name Suggestion: WoolRHAG, The People’s Call, Wellamooloo, Woolloomooloo Groundswell, HOME


